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Science:  We’re still looking at rocks today!   Who knew that there were so many different 
types of rocks and that rock changes so much over long periods of time?! Today’s video is 
about the formation of sedimentary rock.    The link is below. 

video - sedimentary rock 

There is a quiz at the end of the video to test your learning so have a pencil and paper ready to 
take notes while the video is on and to write down your answers in the quiz!  We know about 
3 different types of rock now, can you remember what the other 2 are and how they’re 
formed? 

 

 

 

Numeracy:    Giving change today. Today you are going to imagine you are a shopkeeper, you 
must give your customers the correct change or they might get cross!  Go to Lesson 8 in your 
file.  Once again, there is no video available but remember how to count on using a number 
line.  This is the best way to find out how much change to give.  So, if you’re giving change 
from £10 start with the cost of the item and count up to the next £1, from there it’s easy to 
count on up to £10.  So, £8.50 – this is 50p to £9 and another £1 to £10, so the change will be 
£1.50!  

 

Literacy:  You have read chapter 2 of Charlotte’s Web.  Yesterday you answered questions 
about the vocabulary used in the chapter.  Don’t forget, you can always use a dictionary or 
Google to find definitions for any other words you are unsure of.  Today, you are going to 
answer the questions in the Infer section of the questions on chapter 2 (these remember are 
in your file).  These questions are about what you think.  Look at chapter 2 to find the parts 
that show Fern and Wilbur were close and you might want to find out about how farmers 
make a living when it comes to deciding why Mr Arable has to sell his pigs when they reach a 
certain size. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Challenge:  

Can you write your 3 times table?  Do you know it off by heart or do you have to use your 
fingers to remember some of the facts?  Practise writing and saying your 3 times table until 
you feel confident you know all the facts quickly without having to think too much! 

 

Good morning Y3. 

Another busy day ahead!  Enjoy your work, let me know if you need any support.  

Mrs Booth x 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/how-is-sedimentary-rock-formed-6tj3ae

